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Abstract
This short paper discusses an efficient implementation of sampled soft-
max loss for Tensorflow. The speedup is achieved due to simplification of
the graph for the forward and backward passes.
1 Introduction
The softmax function is used in prediction and classification tasks to map out-
puts of a network into probabilities. The corresponding formula reads
yc =
exp(oc)∑
c′ exp(oc′)
where c is the output class of interest, o· are network outputs and the summation
over c′ is taken over all possible classes. It is typically trained under cross-
entropy loss. Unfortunately computing the loss is computationally expensive
because of explicit normalization. The factor in the denominator runs over all
classes which may be quite large (105 and more for NLP problems).
The solution is to approximate the loss function. One strategy, called sam-
pled softmax [JCMB14], is to compute softmax over a random subsample con-
taining the target (true) class.
In this note we present a more efficient implementation of the coupled sam-
pled softmax+cross entropy loss for the leading machine learning framework
TensorFlow [AAB+15]. The code is available online1.
2 Implementation
We find that the existing implementation tf.nn.sampled softmax loss from
TensorFlow [Ten20] produces a graph which is overly complicated. Simplifying
this graph we obtain a considerable improvement. We also simplify and explic-
itly calculate the gradients of the composed loss function, instead of relying on
auto-differentiation. Tests are provided for correctness of both: forward and
backward passes.
1See the GitHub repo https://github.com/maciejskorski/ml_examples/blob/master/
efficient_sampled_softmax.ipynb
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2.1 Implementation of Forward Pass
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ sampled softmax ’ ) :
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ target embeddings ’ ) :
samples embed = t f . gather ( target embed kerne l , samples ) #
(N SAMPLED,N EMBED)
l abe l s embed = t f . gather ( target embed kerne l , l a b e l s , a x i s
=0) # (N BATCH,N EMBED)
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ l a b e l s l o g i t s ’ ) :
l a b e l s l o g i t s = t f . matmul ( t f . expand dims ( labels embed , 1 )
, t f . expand dims ( inputs embed ,−1) ) # (N BATCH,1 ,1 )
l a b e l s l o g i t s = t f . squeeze ( l a b e l s l o g i t s ,−1) # N BATCH,1
l a b e l s l o g i t s = l a b e l s l o g i t s −t f . l og ( l a b e l s p r i o r ) # add
pr ior−co r r e c t i on
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ s a m p l l o g i t s ’ ) :
s a m p l e s l o g i t s = t f . matmul ( inputs embed , samples embed ,
t ranspose b=True ) # (N BATCH,N SAMPLED)
s a m p l e s l o g i t s = s a m p l e s l o g i t s−t f . l og ( s amp l e s p r i o r ) #
add pr ior−co r r e c t i on
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ s amp l l o s s ’ ) :
c a n d i d a t e l o g i t s = t f . concat ( [ s a m p l e s l o g i t s ,
l a b e l s l o g i t s ] , a x i s=−1) # (N BATCH,N SAMPLED+1)
Z = t f . reduce logsumexp ( c a n d i d a t e l o g i t s , a x i s =−1,
keepdims=True ) # (N BATCH,1 )
l o s s = t f . reduce mean(− l a b e l s l o g i t s+Z)
return l o s s
2.2 Implementation of Backward Pass
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ backprop ’ ) :
# note : g r ad i en t s computed as sparse s l i c e s ( t f .
I nde x edS l i c e ) , i n d i c e s may dup l i c a t e
grad input embed shape , grad target embed shape =
grad i en t shape s
batch l en = t f . c a s t ( t f . shape ( l a b e l s ) [ 0 ] , t f . f l o a t 3 2 )
samples pred = t f . exp ( s a m p l e s l o g i t s−Z) / batch l en # (
N BATCH,N SAMPLED)
samples mass = t f . reduce sum ( samples pred , a x i s =−1,keepdims
=True ) # (N BATCH,1 )
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ grad input embed ’ ) :
grad input embed = t f . matmul ( samples pred , samples embed )
# (N BATCH,N EMBED)
grad input embed = grad input embed − samples mass ∗
l abe l s embed
2
grad input embed = t f . I n d e x e d S l i c e s ( grad input embed ,
inputs , grad input embed shape )
with t f . v a r i a b l e s c o p e ( ’ grad target embed ’ ) :
grad target embed1 = t f . matmul ( samples pred , inputs embed
, t r anspos e a=True ) # (N SAMPLED,N EMBED)
grad target embed2 = −samples mass ∗ inputs embed # (
N BATCH,N EMBED)
grad target embed = t f . concat ( [ grad target embed1 ,
grad target embed2 ] , 0 ) # (N BATCH+N SAMPLED,N EMBED)
grad target embed = t f . I n d e x e d S l i c e s ( grad target embed ,
t f . concat ( [ samples , l a b e l s ] , 0 ) ,
grad target embed shape )
3 Performance Benchmarks
We compare performance of the forward and backward pass for our and de-
fault tensorflow implementation. To this end we generated random data of size
matching a typical SkipGram problem where the sampled loss is often used.
The parameters are summarized in Table 1
classes samples embeded size batch
100,000 100 300 256
Table 1: Setup for our benchmark.
The improvement is about 2 times for forward and backward pass, as illus-
trated on the graph below
The code is included in the repo. The testing has been done in Google Colab.
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